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– Curriculum:  Public Interest Certificate

– Research:  Meeting the Needs of Self Represented 

Litigants w/ NCSC & Institute of Design

– Access to Justice:  

• A2J Author™ Project w/ CALI

• Self Help Web Center w/Cook County Circuit Court & Clerk

• A2J Author™ Student Editorial Board

Center for Access to
Justice & Technology



Knowledge Management
Early Definitions

• It is ... knowledge creation, capture, 
organization, access, and application.

Richard Hunter, VP Gartner Group

Quoted in Infoworld 2/22/99 p. 69



3 Stages of Knowledge Work

Gathering
Collecting
Seeking
Finding

Application

Performance

Use

DATA                         INFORMATION                        KNOWLEDGE                                ACTION

Validation

Filtering

Organization

Synthesis 

Analysis



Knowledge Management:
What is it?

• It is more a discipline that includes tacit 
knowledge that resides in individual workers 
as well as explicit knowledge that is 
documented.”

Richard Hunter, VP Gartner Group

Quoted in Infoworld 2/22/99 p. 69



Knowledge Management:
Some Included Technologies

• Data Mining

• Expert Systems

• Document Management

• Groupware

• Workflow

• Distance Learning

• Document Assembly



Knowledge Management:
Some Newer Included Technologies

Web 2.0
Blogs
Wikis
Social Media- i.e. Facebook, et al

Enterprise Search
Recommind
Autonomy’s Universal Search
Google’s Search Appliance!!



Bryan Cave’s Zones

– NoZone® is a widely acclaimed, interactive, web-based application that 
teaches supervisors and employees how to recognize and prevent 
harassment of all types.

– Fair Housing TrainerSM was created to help one of the world’s largest 
rental property lessors increase compliance with U.S fair housing laws.

– Insider Zone® helps protect officers, directors, employees and entire 
companies from the possibly criminal consequences of insider trading.

– FCPA Zone® helps clients avoid violating the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

– Campaign Finance Zone® helps clients prevent campaign finance 
violations at the state and federal levels.



• Decision-Support Tools: Bryan Cave’s decision 
support applications, such as TradeZone®, 
distill large bodies of firm expertise into 
actionable information that our clients access 
online and use to make decisions.



http://www.ecave.net/demos.cfm









Seyfarth Shaw    -- Lean Six Sigma

• Six Sigma goals: To integrate the SeyfarthLean
approach throughout the firm, so that each person is
asking: “Can I do this better?” Also, to achieve a point
at which each attorney is asking, “Am I adding value, as
defined by the client, to the delivery of my services?” To
make sure that we are asking the client what they want
and then delivering it in the most efficient, cost-effective
way possible.

• Number of projects: 57 process maps in existence
in addition to more than 30 internal projects

• Financial benefit/savings: Client savings of
15 percent to 50 percent



• Six Sigma is a business process improvement methodology, 
which was introduced in the early 1980s. Born in the 
manufacturing departments of Motorola and championed 
by Jack Welch, former General Electric CEO, Six Sigma has 
become well-known across many industries.

• The Six Sigma “DMAIC” process (define, measure, analyze, 
improve, control) is a staged approach to evaluate existing 
processes falling below specification and needing 
incremental or greater improvement.

• Seyfarth built--Web based process management; workflow 
charts; decision points on all engagements; process sheets; 
activity based cost model

Seyfarth Shaw    -- Lean Six Sigma



Stages of Large Law 
Document Centered KM

DATA                         INFORMATION                        KNOWLEDGE                                ACTION

Document 
Management
Systems

West KM
And 
LexisNexis
Search Advantage

Universal 
Search



Document Management Systems

– Central control of  word processing, file storage, 
and printing

– Version control- team document preparation

– Virtual work product case file

– KM Drawbacks of Document Management Systems
• Huge volume of documents and versions

• Inadequate search tools

• Little or no metadata  and classification



LexisNexis and West KM Products

• Separate stand alone databases drawn from 
document management system

• Require the creation of a new data base, 
selection of documents and formatting for 
work product search

• Results enhanced with research products like 
Shepards and Keycite 















Stages of Large Law KM
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Knowledge Management is about 
Information Convergence and 

Collaboration
• To conceive of knowledge as a collection of 

information seems to rob the concept of its 
life.  Knowledge resides in the user and not in 
the collection.  It is how the user reacts to a 
collection of information that matters...

Churchman 1971



Large Law KM Obstacles- Trust
David Maister

• When a firm’s prevailing atmosphere is one of 
competition, not collaboration, partners rarely make 
sacrifices for the good of the firm. 

• There is low tolerance for ceding power or influence to 
practice group or firm leadership. 

• [O]bjective formula-based compensation systems entice 
partners into gaming the system through hoarding work and 
bickering over origination credits. 

• Most important, absence of trust may be a significant 
contributing factor to the extremely short-term orientations 
of many law firms.  Investments of time or money that don’t 
yield immediate results are rarely made.



Lessons for Legal Aid

• Findability

• Process Management

• Shared Expertise Systems

• Client Facing Efficiencies

• More?



Knowledge Management

What it is, why it matters, and 
(Google) options for making what 

you know findable



… and as the tenth bullet states:

Jessica Hagy



Knowledge as a hard copy concept



Knowledge as a digital concept

Creation

Organization

Use

Sharing

Findability



Needles and haystacks and such…

Jessica Hagy



We now pause briefly for a poem…

“The Unknown”
by Donald Rumsfeld



As we know,

There are known knowns.

There are things we know we know.

We also know

There are known unknowns.

That is to say

We know there are some things

We do not know.

But there are also unknown unknowns,

The ones we don't know

We don't know.

Donald Rumsfeld, U.S. Dept. of Defense
News briefing  (February 12, 2002)



Web search paradigms

It’s not just about the search box…



Web search paradigms

Navigational... you want to know where - i.e., 
tell me where a  particular site or document is 
located

Andrei Broder



Web search paradigms

Navigational... you want to know where - i.e., tell me where a  
particular site or document is located.

Informational... you want to know who or what
- i.e., acquire static information on a web page 
or in a document

Andrei Broder



Web search paradigms

Navigational... you want to know where - i.e., tell me where a  
particular site or document is located.

Informational... you want to know who or what - i.e., acquire 
static information on a web page or in a document.

Transactional... you want to know how – i.e., 
take a web search result and perform an 
activity or process the information 
dynamically, to a particular purpose

Andrei Broder



Other web search paradigms

exploratory search

crowd sourcing

real-time search

known-item search

vertical search (filtering)



Vertical search (filtering)



Vertical search (filtering)



Impact of search paradigms

Search concepts have changed how we…

perceive “information”

locate information

access that information

use information

share information



Is it all about “search”?

“I’m gonna search like it’s 1999”

Google becomes a verb

Web content goes crazy social

The cloud emerges as an application platform

Sharing of documents breaks out



The pervasiveness of Google

How Good (or Not Evil) Is Google?
David Carr, New York Times (June 21, 2009 )



Is it all about Google?

Google has ~70% of the search engine market

Google offers 50+ web applications

A year ago, 1.75 million companies were using

Google Apps, increasing at a rate of 3,000 a day



Seriously, is it all about Google?

No…

It’s about “findability”



What is findability?

find•a•bil•a•ty n

a. the quality of being locatable or 
navigable

b. the degree to which a particular  
object is easy to discover or 
locate

c. the degree to which a system 
or environment supports 
navigation and retrieval

Peter Morville



Information as a value

Peter Morville



What about information architecture?

• structural design of shared 
information environments

• combination of organization, 
labeling, search, and navigation 
systems in web sites and 
intranets

• art and science of shaping 
information products and 
experiences to support usability 
and findability

Peter Morville



Complaints about IA design

• design and layout damages usability and 
credibility

• users do not trust accuracy or currency of 
content

• difficulty of submitting content discourages use

• users cannot find the information they need

Peter Morville



Usability: Not as simple as it looks

“design and layout
damages usability”



Usability: Not as simple as it looks

Eric Burke



Usability: Not as simple as it looks

Eric Burke



Usability: Not as simple as it looks

Eric Burke



Usability: visual hierarchy

Luke Wroblewski



Usability: no clear hierarchy

Luke Wroblewski



Enterprise Findability = IA + KM + Search

• In a portal space, IA is top-down: traditional, controlled
methods of structure and organization

• In a collaboration space, IA is emergent: learn by 
observing and harnessing user patterns and metrics

• enterprise search is the bridge across portal, intranet and 
collaboration space,  web sites and (CMS) databases

• Success requires supportive culture and incentives

Peter Morville



Our shared portal



Our shared portal



Our shared CMS



Our shared intranet



Our shared intranet



Our shared document repository



Our shared document repository



Our shared document repository



Our shared document repository



Our public web content…



The Findability Project

How LSNC as an organization identified what it 
knows and how it went about organizing it so 
it could be targeted by a Google Search 
Appliance (GSA).



Summary of GSA targets

1. all Google Sites organizational 
“intranet” content



Summary of GSA targets

2. Additional Google Sites special project 
content



Summary of GSA targets

3. peer-reviewed advocate exemplars of 
recommended pleadings, memoranda, 
etc.



Summary of GSA targets

4. comprehensive collection of supporting 
documents for all impact cases and 
projects



Summary of GSA targets

5. all LSNC public web content, including 
11 program sites, 6 feeds, and all 
domain-linked documents 



Summary of GSA targets

6. user-generated, high-value text-based 
documents organized in a structured 
taxonomy in a Google Sites shared 
document repository



The Findability Project

http://www.webdogs.org/the-findability-project-archive/



Promoting presumptive sharing

http://www.webdogs.org/2008/12/18/presumptive-shareability/



What about CMS data?

Yeow! What happened when we targeted Pika 
CMS with the GSA

We had two options: either make code fixes to 
Pika’s PHP so it would play nice with the GSA, 
or target the MySQL database directly



“Did I mention…

…not everything is find-worthy”



Real / imagined obstacles

1. financial costs



Real / imagined obstacles

2. organizing your organization’s “stuff” -
the paralysis that comes with issues of 
taxonomy, vocabularies, folksonomies, 
metadata models, etc.



Real / imagined obstacles

3. integration of document management -
the need to address document handling 
protocols and real world practice.



Real / imagined obstacles

4. hidden costs of the learning curve, 
maintenance and nurturance



Real / imagined obstacles

5. expectations of practical obscurity: the 
good news is, Google finds everything; 
the bad news is, Google finds 
everything. Like, it really finds 
everything.



Google Apps vs. SharePoint

Why LSNC abandoned SharePoint

Why SharePoint Scares Me, by Peter 
Campbell @ Idealware

Sharepoint and Enterprise 2.0: The good, the 
bad, and the ugly, by Dion Hinchcliffe @ 
ZDNet



Rethinking metadata models

Why metadata matters

The problem(s) with metadata

Why metadata may or may not be 
essential

Rethinking how users “add search value”
to documents



http://www.webdogs.org/2009/03/29/schmetadata-2-judgment-day/



“As we ramp up the digital content we acquire, the need for indexing and 
tracking this content in a meaningful way has grown exponentially, and 
it's the elephant in the room every time we capture [and] save content.

“Automatic metadata creation remains the Holy Grail, but the technology 
isn't ready yet to be affordable and mainstream. The way broadcast media 
handles metadata today doesn't work for this mass market scale: You 
can't have people dedicated to spending eight hours to index a one hour 
broadcast. And individuals can't do like Rovi, whose company has
hundreds of people dedicated to metadata generation.

“For metadata to work and work well, it has to be universal, and be 
understood in context by different devices, applications, and systems. The 
consensus that easy and meaningful metadata generation is necessary 
may be there, but … as one speaker on the panel noted, ‘For metadata to 
be useful, everyone needs to agree on it.’ We're not there yet.”

Storage Industry Tackles Making Sense of Metadata
Melissa J. Perenson, PC World (January 6, 2010 )



What are the possibilities?





http://thisisindexed.com/
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